Abstract. Big data phenomenon refers to the practice of collection and processing of very large data sets and associated systems and algorithms used to analyze these massive data sets. Big data service is very attractive in the field of wireless communication environment, especially when we face the spatial applications, which are typical applications of big data. Because of the complexity to ingest, store and analyze geographical information data, this paper reflects on a few of the technical problems presented by the exploration of big data, and puts forward an effective storage method in wireless communication environment, which is based on the measurement of moving regularity through proposing three key techniques: partition technique, index technique and prefetch technique. Experimental results show that the performance of big data storage method using these new techniques is better than the other storage methods on managing a great capacity of big data in wireless communication environment.
Introduction
One buzzword that has been popular in the last couple of years is Big Data. [1] Big data phenomenon refers to the practice of collection and processing of very large data sets and associated systems and algorithms used to analyze these massive datasets. Architectures for big data usually range across multiple machines and clusters, and they commonly consist of multiple special purpose sub-systems. In simplest terms, Big Data symbolizes the aspiration to build platforms and tools to collect, store and analyze data that can be voluminous, diverse, and possibly fast changing. As a specific kind of application for big data, spatial application such as Mobile-based Geographical Information System (Mobile-GIS) has become more and more important in both scientific research and industry. With the development of earth observation technologies, the spatial data are growing exponentially year by year, and their categories are becoming more diverse including multidimensional geographic data, multi-spectrum remote sensing imageries, and so on. Besides that, as spatial applications become more popular, concurrent accesses to spatial applications are becoming highly intensive. [2] The spatial data objects are generally nested and more complex than basic data types. [3] They are stored as multi-dimensional geometry objects, including points, lines and polygons. [4] Moreover, the spatial query predicates are complex. Typical spatial queries are based not only on the value of alphanumeric attributes but also on the spatial location, extent and measurements of spatial objects in a reference system. Therefore, spatial query processing over big spatial data requires intensive disk I/O accesses and spatial computation. [5] Driven by the above problems, this paper will try to reflect on a few of the technical problems presented by the exploration of big data. The principles described in this paper are derived from the experiences and outcomes of various real world projects. This paper puts forward and implements a novel scheme to provide efficient storage and redrawing method over big spatial data in the wireless communication environment. Firstly and most importantly, we propose a three-tier structure composed of mobile units. The big spatial data are partitioned into blocks according to the geographic space and block size threshold, and these blocks are uniformly distributed on cluster nodes which are stored in the Mobile-GIS server. In practical spatial applications, most users only focus on a relatively small area, so the partition technique and index technique, which will be introduced in part III, could preserve the geographic proximity of spatial objects on mobile-GIS server, which are fit for transmission in the wireless communication environment and indexing the blocks in serialization order. The prefetch technique, which will be introduced at part IV, is used on fixed host to turn big data storage service into reality.
Key techniques in big data storage service
In big data storage service system, the inquiry result will be shown with map instead of with words to meet users' requirement. [6] But the problems coming with the new method must be solved. The big spatial data is difficult to be stored and analyzed on the mobile unit, so the inquiry result must be processed on the Mobile-GIS servers and then downloaded to mobile units. Sometimes the inquiry result map is enough to user to obtain the information they need. However, after people get the inquiry result map, they may adjust it to show something about it in next step, so a new result map will be made and be downloaded to mobile unit. The previous result map has to be deleted from cache because there are no connection between the old result map and the new result map, and it is a huge waste. [7, 8] In order to use the result maps which are cached in the storages of mobile units effectively, improve processing efficiency of mobile units and reduce the cost of mobile communication, it is very important to design a good means to organize and analyze spatial data. Thereby, two kinds of key techniques for big data storage service are put forward, one is partition technique and index technique, and the other is prefetch technique.
PARTITION TECHNIQUE AND INDEX TECHNIQUE
Layer is a container for geographical spatial object in geographical spatial data model, and it is the primary unit for the structure of geographical spatial data. A layer consists of geographical spatial objects with the same kind of attribute in a certain spatial. So there are a lot of geographical spatial objects in a layer, and the quantity of data is too huge to save in the memory of mobile unit at one time. So the partition technique and index technique based on layer are put forward.
A. Partition technique based on layer
The partition technique based on layer is that the geographical spatial layer is cut into a series of the same size blocks by grid, and a geographical spatial object, which belongs to a block wholly, is still in the block, otherwise, it is cut into parts by grid, and each part belongs to the block which includes them wholly and becomes a whole geographical spatial object.
The advantage of using the partition technique based on layer is when a user wants to find out some geographical spatial object in a layer, they need not to download the whole information of the layer to the mobile unit but only to download the block which includes the object or to download several blocks if there are a lot of blocks used to save the object.
The control rectangle method is widely used method in traditional GIS. When a geographical spatial object is searched on mobile unit, the feedback will be a rectangular spatial which just include the object. Compared with the traditional control rectangle method, the partition technique is more efficient.
For example, in Figure 1 , if we want to find out geographical spatial object A with our mobile unit, we could only download the block b2. If we want to search for geographical spatial object BCD, we need download blocks c2, d2, b3, c3, d3, e3, b4, c4, d4, and the blocks b2, e2, e4 which are also downloaded in control rectangle method need not be downloaded. So the efficiency is improved 25%. Otherwise, the area decided by the control rectangle method is far larger than the area of the blocks including the parts of the searched object, so the total efficiency is higher than 25%.
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The objects on a layer
B. Index technique based on layer
After the geographical spatial layer is partitionized, we must prevent them from being out of order. So the index technique is needed to index the partitionized geographical spatial blocks. There are indexed files at the mobile GIS server, and each indexed file points to a geographical spatial layer. If a user needs an object on some layer, the indexed file of the layer will be downloaded to the mobile unit of the user with the result map.
The table below explains the format of binary indexed file.
TABLE I. THE FORMAT OF BINARY INDEXED FILE
The abscissa of the beginning block (4 bytes)
The ordinate of the beginning block (4 bytes)
The width of each block (2 bytes)
The height of each block
The pointer of the first block
The version of the first block The pointer of the second block The version of the second block
The pointer of the third block
The version of the third block …… …… ……
• The beginning block: It is used to record the first block of a layer. The geographical spatial layer is usually a rectangle, but the geographical spatial objects are pockety in the layer. So there are no objects in many blocks. But the geographical spatial information is changing all the time, so we cannot drop the blocks without object from the layer so as to add object to the block in the future. Thereby, we choose the block in the first line of the first row as the beginning block.
• The width of each block: A geographical spatial layer is cut into rows by a group of longitude lines with the same space, so the width of each block could be indicated by any two neighboring longitude.
• The height of each block: A geographical spatial layer is cut into lines by a group of latitude lines with the same space, so the height of each block could be indicated by any two neighboring latitude. • The pointer of block: If a geographical spatial layer is cut into m lines and n rows, the number of block in this layer is m•n. The pointer and version of the m•n blocks are saved in the indexed file in serialization order. The pointer of block points to where the content of the block could be get in the mobile GIS server. According to the abscissa and ordinate of beginning block and the width and height of each block, any object in this layer could be calculated to get which block or blocks it lies in, and the pointers of the block or blocks also could be gotten.
• When the user searches for another geographical spatial object or moves the inquiry result map about, the mobile unit could calculate which blocks need to be downloaded from the mobile GIS server via the pointer of block in binary indexed file.
• The version of block: Because the city is developing quickly and the earth changes all the time, the geographical information data in the mobile GIS server must be updated with them.
In the mobile GIS server, the version of block records the updating number of a block. When the block is updated again, the number adds 1. In order to reduce the communication cost, the mobile unit saves the blocks used lately or frequently in the cache. When user uses a block in the memory again, the version of the block will be sent to the mobile GIS server to confirm whether the corresponding block in the mobile GIS server is updated. If the version in the mobile GIS server is newer than the version in the mobile unit, the block is downloaded again and the version of the block is updated in the mobile unit. Otherwise, the mobile unit uses the block in the cache. In the indexed file, there is a separate version for each block, because this could add the effectiveness of cache, and void all blocks in the cache to be useless since only a block in the mobile GIS server is updated.
C. Principle of partition and index
If a layer is cut into more blocks, we need download blocks of query result less. That is, if the size of block is smaller, the edges of block are near to the edges of the geographical spatial object inside of the block, and the useless data downloaded with geographical spatial object is less. As if we should have cut a layer in this way to be more efficient. But in fact, we could not do in this way because of two reasons:
First, as the block is smaller, a geographical spatial object might be cut into more parts and saved into more blocks. After that, we need using the edges and vertexes of block to rebuild a new object, which is a part of the original object, in each block. Thus, the space used to save an original object is larger. At the same time, the attributes of the original object need to be saved to each block, which causes a lot of redundancy. So, the block is smaller, the efficiency might be not higher.
Second, as the block is smaller, the size of indexed file is larger. Limited by the memory of mobile unit, the block could not be in large quantities.
Through the experience we achieve in our work, if the height of screen of mobile unit is H; the width is W; the length of city from north to south is h; the length of city from east to west is w; the height of each block is h'; the width of each block is w'; the maximal scale for shown is MAX, then: To a certain layer, the geographical information data, which need be shown on the screen, is just in a block, because n1 and n2 are odd numbers and they are bigger than 1 or equal to 1. At the same time, we can control the quantity of blocks under 40000, and the size of indexed file could be controlled fewer than 120K, which could make sure to execute the inquiry requirement on the mobile unit.
REALIZATION OF BIG DATA STORAGE SERVICE
In order to realize the big data storage service, the mobile unit, the fixed host and the mobile GIS server must work together, and the partition technique, the index technique and the prefetch which would be introduced below must be used in the system in which big data storage service is provided.
A. Measurement of moving regularity
The user who wants to use the big data storage service must setup the software, which supports the big data storage service, on its mobile unit. After he sends out the inquiry requirement to the fixed host, the fixed host begins to measure the parameters of user, such as position, movement state, direction, speed, track, etc., and saves them into the database on fixed host.
B. Download the blocks
According to the obtained parameters from the user, the location where the user is could be gotten, and the fixed host could require the result map from the mobile GIS server. The mobile GIS server uses the index technique to get the blocks partitionized by the partition technique, and sends them to the fixed host. When the blocks are ready, the mobile unit could download the blocks from the fixed host, and the result map is drawn on the screen of mobile unit.
C. Prefetch technique
As time went by, the fixed host measures the movement regularity of mobile unit again and forecast the movement tendency of it, and the geographical information blocks, which might be used by the user at a certain time in the future, will be prefetched from the mobile GIS server and be sent to the mobile unit when the network connection is reliable. After the mobile unit receives the blocks, it will put them into cache. When the blocks need to be used or there is no signal with the mobile unit, the blocks will be taken from cache directly to draw result map on the screen.
CONCLUSION
The big data storage service has two advantages over the other storage services. On the one hand, the prefetching technique could do its utmost to guarantee that the users' requirements could be dealt with fully and duly; on the other hand, for an querying result with a large quantity of data such as a location map, the delay of network transmission could be reduced to a great extent, and the disadvantage of narrow bandwidth of wireless communication network can be removed. In a word, the technique proposed by this paper is based on mobile database technique, and it calculates and predicts the moving tendency by checking the rule of movements, so as to provide big data storage service. A simulation experiment has been done on Android platform, and the result shows that the performance of big data storage method using these new techniques is better than the other storage methods on managing a great capacity of big data in wireless communication environment. The expected goal has been achieved.
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